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RECLOSABLE PACKAGE 

The present invention relates to a bag closure, more par 
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ticularly to a foldable. bag of ?exible sheet material having a ’ 
reusable closure and to ‘its‘method of ‘production. 

In one type of closure presently used with foldable bags, for 
instance biscuit bags, a bendable inelastic strip is attached 
transversely to ‘one wall of ‘the bag adjacent to its mouth with 
each end of the stripprojecting a short distance beyond both 
sides of the bag to form a pair of tabs. To close the bag‘the top 
portion is folded down to the level'ofthe contents and the tabs 
are bent around the lateral edges of the folds to clamp them 
and prevent the folds from springing open. Thetdisadvantage 
-of this type of closure is that it is not effectively operable for a 
larger number of foldove'r‘s‘which are ‘required when the con 

- tents of the bag are ‘depleted. Also the'repeatedbending of the 
tabs at the same ‘point adjacent the sides of the bag weakens 
the tabs and reduces'their effectiveness as the closure is re 
peatedly used. Also, production of such bags is relativelyrex 
‘pensive since the closure ‘strip must be fixed ‘tothe bag sub 
sequent to its manufacture'in a separate‘operation. 

It is an object of the present'invention to provide a method 
of producing foldable‘bags'in whichc‘losures are attached'to 
the bags during their continuous manufacture. . ' 
Another object of the invention‘is to provide a‘foldable bag 

having a closure which is not materially weakened asthecon 
tents of the bag are depleted and ‘the closure ‘is repeatedly 
reused. ‘ 

Afurther object of the invention'is to‘provide a‘foldable bag 
having a closure which effectively clamps the‘folds of the bag 
irrespective of the number of such folds. ‘ 
' Still another object of the invention is to provide atfoldable 
bag having a closure which serves also to‘reinforce' the bottom 
of the bag. . “ i 

In its broadest aspect the‘invention consists of‘a method of 
producing foldable vbags, comprising: (a) forming a continu 
ous tube "of ?exible sheet material, (b) ?xing a continuous 
band of bendable inelastic material longitudinally on the tube, 
(c) severing the tube intoindividual lengths, and. (d) sealing 
one end of each individual length of tubing to form a'bag. 
Preferably the tube is forme‘dby ‘laterally folding aicontinuous 
sheet of material and sealing together- the overlapping ‘lateral 
edges} with the band of "reinforcing material interposed 
between them. ‘ ' . 

In another aspect the?invention consists of ‘a closure for a 
foldable bag of ?exible sheet materialpcomprising at least one 
band of inelastic reinforcing material fixedto ‘the wall of the 

‘ bag transverse to its opening/‘or mouth and'bendable to’ secure 
at least one lateral ‘fold in the bag. The band of reinforcing v 
material is preferably ‘a wire of suitable gauge‘ running the 
length of the bag. 
An example embodiment of ‘the invention isshown'tint'the 

accompanying drawings inwhich: ‘ 
FIG. 1 is a face ‘view vof a bag ready'for use, one-oftheoveri 

lapping sheet portions 'being'partly broken 'away‘to show‘the 
reinforcing band; v . ‘ 

F1612 is a cross section‘take'n along the‘line 2-2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a side view of the vbag shown in Fl??lr?lled and 7 

‘>60 sealed; and I 
FIG. 4 is a‘view similar 'to'that ‘of ‘FIG. 3 but showing‘ the 

‘manner of folding and sealing ‘the bag-‘when ‘part of the con 
tents has been removed. _ 

The example embodiment shown in‘the‘drawings consists‘of 
a bag 10 fabricated from a sheet 11 of‘ cellulose film. ‘Two 
lateral sides 12 ofsheet‘l'l are‘folded inwardly with their'free 
end portions 13 overlapping ‘and sealed togethertoform a 
seam l4 running'the length of the tube thus formed. Lateral 
sides 12. are creased in ‘accordion fashion to provide folds 
which constitute end walls 15 when‘ the completed ‘bag-is ex 
panded for ?lling. _ 

lnterposed ‘between ‘overlapping ‘edge portions v13 ‘of sides 
12 and sealed-therein is 'a'ban'd 16 of reinforcing ‘material 
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which consists ‘of a wire '17 ‘of suitable gauge sealed between a ‘ 
pair of tapes or strips [8 offlexible sheet'material. 75 

2 
The bottom of bag ‘10 is formed by folding the tube‘ of sheet 

_ material 11 transversely along a line 19 adjacent one open end 
to form a ?ap 20‘which- is ‘sealed to the continguous portion of 
sides 12, wire 17'being bent with flap 20 to aid in holdingrthe 
the flap against sides 12 in its sealed position. 
To?ll bag 10 the tube formed by sheet I1 is expanded to . 

provide an opening or mouth 21 at its upper end. When bag 10 
has been ?lled, mouth 21 may be closed and the bag sealed at 
its top in the same manner as its bottom portion, i.e. by folding 
the bag transversely along a line 22 adjacent mouth 21 to form 
a flap 23 which is sealed against sides 12, wire 17 being bent 
with ?ap 23 to'reinforce the ?ap in its sealed position. 
' In use, bag 10 is opened by unsealing flap 23 and bending 
wire 17 upwardly away from sides 12. The presence of wire 17 
may facilitate this unsealing operation. When the desired 
amount of the contents of bag 10 has been removed the bag is 
reclosed by repeatedly folding over the top portion of the bag 
to form multiple transverse folds parallel to line 22 as shown in 
FIG. 4'of the drawings. On each foldovcr ofthe top portion of 
bag 10 wire 17 is bent and holds that particular fold ‘in place. 
'Thus mouth 21 of the'bag is'effectively clamped shut and the 
bag is reduced in size to‘the volume of the remaining contents. 
On removal of further contents, wire 17 is bent at a new fold 
whichis not weakened by previous bending. The remaining 
bends in‘ wire 17 aid in clamping the folds in position even 
though such bends might be weakened by reuse. It will be 
noted that no ‘matter how much the contents of bag 10 have 
been depleted and how many folds may be present the bag is 
still effectively closed by the clamping action ofwire '17. 
The closure ofthe present inventionfacilitates manufacture 

of bags to which it is attached; Wire 17 may be sealed between 
strips 18 in a continuous process at the same time that result 
ing reinforcing band‘l6 is fed into the production of a continu 
ous tube formed by sheet 11. When reinforcing band 16 has 
‘been positionedand sealed between overlapping ends I3 of 
sheet 11 'the tube may be severed into individual lengths 
whereafter flap 20 is folded and sealed into position. _ 

It will be appreciated ‘that reinforcing band 16 may be 
‘formed ofany bendable inelastic materiaL'for instance a plu 
"ralit'y of‘individual parallel wires of- suitable gauge or a thin 
‘strip of metal. If desired, strips 18 may be eliminated where 
band [6 strip is interposed between overlapping sealed edge 

' portions 13 of the bag material although it may be desired to ‘ 
identify the rreinforcing band by using strips of a'color con 

' trasting‘with that of thebag-material. 
' =Although theexample embodiment shows the bottom of 
bag 10 formed by a sealed foldover'flap 20, it may also be 
sealed‘by crimping and a foldovcr flap additionally employed 
if it is desired to make use of the reinforcing‘ characteristics of 
‘band 16. In the method of continuous production crimping 
.would allow the bottom‘ of each bag to be formed before 
severance of the tube into individual lengths. 

In the case wherethe forming of the bag and the filling are ' 
carried out in one operation, the tube is crimped immediately 
forward ‘ofthe ?lling material and the crimp is cut midway of 
its lateral length, the crimp on one side of the cut forming the 

‘ top seal of its ‘filled bag ahead. while the crimp on the opposite 
side‘of the out forms the bottom of the bag being filled. 

The'closure of the present invention is equally applicable to 
seamless bags, for instance.‘ plastic tubing which is continu 
ou'sly extruded,>reinforcing band 16 being continuously fed 
and sealed onto the ‘outside of the tube wall. Also, more than 
one such reinforcing stripmay be attached to each bag and, of 
.course,.the bag itself ‘may ‘be of any suitable shape. Any suita 
ble type of ?exible bag material may be used such as coated or 
.tuncoated cellulose material as described, plastic or paper. 

I‘claim: . 

l. A reclosable bag formed from a sheet of ?exible material 
which is folded upon itself to‘provide an open-ended tubular 
“bag body with opposite side edge portions of the sheet being 
v.overlapped‘and secured together in a seam extending longitu 
dinally of the bag'body, and an elongated striplike stiffening 
‘member embedded-insaid seam between the overlapped and 



3 
secured-together side-edge portions of the sheet which con 
stitute said scam, said stiffening member extending over the 
full length of said bag body and comprising a bendable metal 
wire and a pair of ?exible covering strips which are sealed 
together and have said wire sandwiched therebetween so that 
the wire is embedded between said strips in addition to the 
strips with the wire being embedded in said seam, one end por 
tion of the bag body with the associated portion of the stiffen 
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4 
ing member being folded transversely upon itself to close the 
bottom of the bag while the other end of the bag body serves 
as an open bag mouth whichis closable by transversely folding 
the mouth end portion of the bag body with the ‘associated 
portion of the stiffening member upon itself so that the stiffen 
ing member retains the bag mouth closed. it 


